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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10077-10203
BYJAT TYPIC YOBITE

1. AS RESULT PICKUP BY BRITISH OF 9 CUBANS AT CAY SAL ON
29 NOV 68 REQUESTED BRIEF MEETING WHICH HELD 30 NOV AT
MEETING SHEET REVEALED THAT 38 US COAST GUARD, DISTRICT 7, HAD
SENT SECRET OPERATIONAL MESSAGE ON 28 NOV TO BRITISH COAST SEA
AND AIR UNITS REPEATED TO HMS TARTAR, JOINT STAFF NASSAU, US
CONSUL NASSAU, AND ELECTRANMITED BY JOINT STAFF NASSAU TO CLEVEL
MESSAGE INCLUDED DETAILS OF INTEL REPORTS OF CUBAN GROUPS PLANNING
INCREASED ACTIVITIES ON NEAR FUTURE INCLUDING:

A. ALMA 65 AND HERO PLAN TO EXECUTE THEIR PLAN OVER
AN INfiltrATION MISSION INVOLVING SABOTAGE IN CUBA AND
ORIGINATING IN PANAMA, YUCATAN AND SANCHO HIGHLAND ON THE
ONE COAST GUARD INDICATED LITTLE IMMEDIATE COAST GUARD
ACTION INDICATED.

B. DETAILS OF CUB 045 (IN 68003) AT CORANOS L.
PLAN TO ATTACK CUBAN SHIPMENTS IN CUBAN VARIOS USING 3
SHIPS AND 10 MEN. IN ADDITION TO DETAILS IN WAVE REPORT,
COAST GUARD ACROSS SHOREMENT THAT ATTACK 10 POSSIBLE:
RE
STATE HERE NAME LUCOS AND ABOUT 10 RAVIES OF PEOPLE

RELEASING OFFICIAL

AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL

PRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED WITH COMANDOS I PLS ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF INFO DATED 10 APR 85 BY COMANDOS I HAVING 4 SUPPLY BOATS AND 4 OPERATIONAL BOATS.  

C. INFO IN WAVE 8947 (IN 69483) BE COMANDOS LIBRES PLAN TO HIJACK A SHIP AT SEA.  COAST GUARD ALSO ADDED TO NAMES OF PERSONS PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS GROUP.  

2. COAST GUARD MESSAGE THEN ADVISED BE AND OP COAST GUARD PATROLS INCLUDING REQUEST TO JOINT STAFF NAVAL UK BRITISH GUARD (RMS TARTAR) COMPLIMENT COAST GUARD PATROL EFFORTS BY GIVING SURFACE COVERAGE FROM ANGUILLA EASTWARD TO CAY LONOS. 

3. BRITISH BOTH SURPRISED AND PLEASED WITH EXTENT OF INFO PASSED BY COAST GUARD.  GROVE HINTS POINTS OUT THAT BRITISH WOULD PREFER SUCH INFO TO BE PASSED TO GROVE IF WAVE, RATHER THAN DIRECTLY FROM COAST GUARD TO NAVAL UK.  GROVE SAID THEY, OF COURSE, UNDERSTOOD THAT SUBJECT OF INFO, INCLUDING THANKSGIVING DAY HOLIDAY, MADE FOR DIRECT PASSAGE.  EGS DID NOT ATTEMPT TO DISABUSE GROVE OF THIS IDEA. 

4. IT APPARENT FROM ABOVE THAT COAST GUARD HAS PASSED DIRECTLY TO BRITISH, EAVE INFO CLEARLY MARKED AN CONTROLLED DISSEN AND NO FURTHER DISSEN.  EGS HAVE DISCUSSED SUBJECT WITH APPROPRIATE.
COAST GUARD OFFICERS TO MAKE ATTACHMENT TO CLASSIFICATIONS AND TO
PRELIMINARILY PASS SUCH INFO TO COE IMMEDIATELY. THIS OPERATIONAL
DILEMMA COULD NOT
NORMALLY HAVE PASSED THESE SPECIFIC OPERATIONS BECAUSE THERE WAS NO
INDICATION THAT ENGLISH TERRITORY PIRATE COULD BE USED IN THESE
PARTICULAR EXILE ACTIVITIES.

5. IT CLEAR FROM FACTS OR BOTH NOW AND PAST, THAT BRITISH
STATE THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AS ONE OF 9 DFNS. HLD THAT COAST GUARD
DID NOT PICK UP GROUP LOCATED IN WAVE 3318 (IN COMS) AND 0140
PRIOR REPORT OF PHOSPHOR WANTED AS REPORTED PARA 3318, WAIVE 8202 (SH
Tactical). According to available evidence DFNS SLIPPED PAST COAST GUARD.
AS THE REPORTED COAST GUARD AIRCRAFT RE-PRENTED ITSELF IN
THE AREA WITHOUT APPARENT DOY. JS TACTICAL THOUGHT, AFTER SELECTING
THE CAY SAL, FOUND 0380 AND ATTACK COASTAL. DFNS ADVISED SHORE
AND SAW A SHORE BASE WHICH INFLICTED BY JS TACTICAL NOT
CONNECTED WITH CAY SAL.

6. JS ONLY: STILL HAVE NOT HAD FOPS FROM LONDON OR PROPOSED
BRITISH PROCEDURES Vs ACTIVITIES PEACEFUL MARITIME FRAUD. BOTH JS
AND SHORE MAY HAVE NEW PROFILING FOR DECISION AS WAS COECCII OF